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Pubmed Search: 
"Basal Ganglia Review"

• The Striatum: Where Skills and Habits Meet
• Shaping action sequences in basal ganglia circuits
• The ins and outs of the striatum: Role in drug addiction
• Motor automaticity in Parkinson's disease
• Learning from Animal Models of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
• Parallel basal ganglia circuits for voluntary and automatic behaviour 

to reach rewards
• Basal ganglia circuit loops, dopamine and motivation: A review and 

enquiry
• A perspective on neural and cognitive mechanisms of error

commission
• ...all in 2015!



Parallel loops through the BG

Courtesy of Slideshare: "Quyen's Basal Ganglia 101"



Today: The Motor Basal Ganglia

• One of several cortico-BG-thalamic loops
• Motor behavior

– Automaticity, sequences, skills, procedural learning, error 
correction, ...

• Today: specific aspect of motor behavior
– likelihood of a movement's occurrence
– BG's influence on this likelihood

• BG = module for common operation across behaviors?
– e.g., error correction in reward-guided behavior
– movement, cognition, feelings



Outline

• The BG Consist of (mainly) 4 Nuclei
– For this lecture: BG = motor circuit of the BG
– No direct connection with spinal cord
– ...and yet: parkinsonism, Huntington's disease, dystonia, 

hemiballismus, tics, ...
• Cortico-BG-Thalamic Loop
• Movement Disorders due to BG Dysfunction
• Beyond motor



The BG Consist of (mainly) 4 Nuclei

• Striatum (caudate + putamen)
– =neostriatum
– (ventral striatum: nucleus accumbens, olfactory tubercle)

• Globus pallidum (pallidus)
– pars interna (GPi), externa (GPe)

• Substantia nigra
– pars compacta (SNc), reticulata (SNr)

• Subthalamic nucleus (STN)
• (± other structures)



For more 3D views (3D 
animation), see: 

U. of Washington Digital 
Anatomist Project

http://www9.biostr.washington.edu/d
a.html



Yelnik et al., NeuroImage 34 
(2007) 618–638
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Outline

• The BG Consist of (mainly) 4 Nuclei
• Cortico-BG-Thalamic Loop

– Individual Nuclei
– Direct & Indirect Pathways
– Effect of Dopamine

• Movement Disorders due to BG Dysfunction
• Beyond motor



Basal Ganglia in the Motor System

• NOT part of final motor 
pathway
– primary motor cortex (M1, 

area 4), premotor cortex, 
suppl. motor cortex --> 
brainstem, spinal cord

– = corticospinal tract
• BG = part of a 
“modulating” motor circuit
– Cortex (all) -> BG-> 

Thalamus -> Cortex (frontal)
– (also BG->brainstem)

Fig. 43-1, PNS
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Cortico-BG-Thalamic Motor Loop

• Cerebral cortex (all)
– to

• Striatum
– to

• Globus pallidum
– to

• Thalamus, (Brainstem)
– to

• Cortex (frontal)

Fig. 43-1, PNS



Input and Output

• Striatum (Caudate & Putamen)
– Main input nucleus; receives projections from outside BG

• GPi (Globus Pallidum internal segment)
– Main output nucleus of BG
– Inhibits thalamus
– Prevents movement

• SNc (Substantia nigra pars compacta)
– Projects dopamine to striatum
– Facilitates movement

• GPe, STN (GP external segment, Subthalamic nucleus)
– No direct output; internal processing of motor signals



Nuclei: Major Roles

• Striatum (caud.+put.)
– input from outside BG

• GPi
– output to thalamus; 

prevents movement
• SNc 

– dopamine to striatum; 
facilitates movement

• GPe, STN
– Internal processing
– striatum --> GPe --> 

STN --> GPi

Fig. 43-3, PNS

Striatum



Cx-BG-Th Loop Function

• Balance of activity facilitating vs. preventing movement
• Striatum regulates GPi’s “braking” action on motor 

cortex
– Balance: parallel excitatory, inhibitory pathways within BG
– (proven model)

• End result: enable “appropriate” movement
– (theoretical model)



Direct/Indirect Pathways

• Two pathways within BG
• = how striatum 

influences GPi
– Direct: through direct 

projection
– Indirect: through GPe, 

STN



• Striatum both 
excites and inhibits 
GPi
– Direct: single 

inhibitory synapse
• inhibits GPi

– Indirect: double 
inhibitory ± 1 
excitatory synapse

• excites GPi
• GPi prevents 

movement (brake)
– therefore:
– Direct: moves 

(releases brake)
– Indirect: stops 

(applies brake)

Striatum

Brake

Balance of activity in direct 
vs. indirect pathways 
determines excessive vs. 
insufficient movement



Controlling movement with BG
= like driving with one foot on the brake

Michelangelo's David Bernini's David (BG)



Effect of Dopamine

• SNc showers the striatum 
with dopamine

• Striatum neurons:
– Neurons with D1 receptors: 

EXCITED
– Neurons with D2 receptors: 

INHIBITED
– D1 neurons = Direct pathway
– D2 neurons = Indirect

Fig. 43-3, PNS



Dopamine & Direct Pathway

• D1 neurons fire more 
• Inhibit GPi = GPi fires less
• Thalamus (less inhibited) 

excites cortex
• --> MOVE



Dopamine & Indirect Pathway

• D2 neurons fire less 
• Reduced inhibition of GPe = 

GPe fires more
• STN (more inhibited by 

GPe) fires less 
• --> GPi (more inhibited by 

GPe; less excited by STN) 
fires less

• Thalamus (less inhibited) 
fires more  = excites cortex

• --> MOVE



Effect of Dopamine (brief version)

• +1 x Direct pathway
= +1 x (facilitates movement)
= MOVES

• -1 x Indirect pathway
= -1 x (prevents movement)
= MOVES





How Does A Movement Happen?
(cartoon model)

• Cerebral cortex (all)
– Movement context + plan

• SNc
– "Drive" = how likely that a motor command will cause a 

movement
• Striatum

– Enhances desired, suppresses undesired movements
• GPi-SNr

– Brake released for desired movement
• Thalamus

– (whatever thalamus does)
• Cortex (premotor, motor)

– Sends motor commands to spinal cord



Outline

• Introduction
• The BG Consist of 4 Nuclei
• Cortico-BG-Thalamic Loop
• Movement Disorders due to BG dysfunction

– Dopamine Deficiency
– Direct/Indirect Imbalance
– Focal Lesion

• Beyond motor



Extrapyramidal Movement Abnormality

• Impaired movement without weakness
– slowness, rigidity, tremor, involuntary movement
– (rigidity = constant resistance to passive movement)

• vs. PYRAMIDAL: 
– weakness, spasticity, hyperreflexia
– (spasticity = variable resistance to passive movement)



Dopamine Deficiency: 
Parkinson’s Disease

• SNc degeneration --> reduced 
dopamine to striatum
– Striatum:

• D1 neurons fire less; D2 neurons 
fire more

• Direct pathway DOWN: reduced 
GPi inhibition 

• Indirect pathway UP: increased 
GPi excitation

– GPi fires more (=incr. braking) -->
– Thalamus, Cortex fire less -->
– Reduced movement occurrence, 

speed, amplitude
– = AKINESIA, BRADYKINESIA, 

HYPOKINESIA 
• (part of parkinsonism)



Handwriting, finger tapping in PD
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Direct/Indirect Pathway Imbalance:
Huntington's Disease

• Lose indirect pathway
– D1 unchanged; D2 less
– Direct pathway SAME: GPi 

inhibition 
– Indirect pathway DOWN: 

decreased GPi excitation
– GPi fires less (=decreased 

braking) 
– Thalamus fires more
– Cortex fires more -->

• Involuntary movements
– Small multifocal random
– Chorea

Fig. 43-6, PNS



Focal Lesion: Hemiballism (STN stroke)

• Lose STN
– D1, D2 unchanged
– Direct pathway SAME: GPi 

inhibition 
– Part of indirect pathway 

DOWN: decreased GPi 
excitation

– GPi fires less (=decreased 
braking) 

– Thalamus, Cortex fire more 
-->

• Involuntary movements
– Large unilateral random
– Hemiballismus

Fig. 43-6, PNS Fig. 43-6, PNS



Motor abnormalities due to BG 
dysfunction

• Predicted by circuit:
– Dopamine deficiency --> bradykinesia (parkinsonism)
– Loss of striatal indirect pathway neurons (HD) --> chorea
– Subthalamic nucleus lesion --> hemiballismus

• Not well explained:
– Rest tremor, postural instability, freezing of gait, dystonia

• Also: HD is NOT the opposite of PD
– PD: normal movements become slower, smaller, less frequent
– HD: abnormal involuntary movements
– HD: movements do not become faster, larger, or more frequent

• Thus our understanding of BG motor function and 
dysfunction remains limited



Outline

• Introduction
• The BG Consist of 4 Nuclei
• Cortico-BG-Thalamic Loop
• Movement Disorders due to BG dysfunction
• Beyond motor

– Parallel loops
– Different functional domains



Parallel cortico-BG-thalamic loops

• BG are part of multiple parallel Cortico-BG-Thal. loops
– Skeletomotor (discussed here): body movements 
– Oculomotor: eye movements
– Dorsolateral prefrontal: cognitive
– Lateral orbitofrontal: emotional (limbic)
– Anterior cingulate: “executive”

• Differences among loops
– Which frontal cortical area is targeted
– Regions within BG (e.g., SNr, not GPi, is output for oculomotor)
– Thalamic nuclei
– Functional domains



Parallel cortico-BG-thalamic loops
Alexander et al. 1986



Summary before videos

• The BG Consist of 4 Nuclei
– Striatum, GP, STN, SN

• The Cortico-BG-Thalamic Loop Regulates 
Presence/Absence of Movement via parallel pathways
– GPi prevents movement
– Striatum facilitates (direct) / prevents (indirect) movement
– Dopamine facilitates movement

• Extrapyramidal Movement Disorders Result from BG 
Dysfunction
– Reduced dopamine: parkinsonism
– Reduced indirect pathway activity: involuntary movements 

(chorea, ballism)



VIDEOTAPING OFF, PLEASE



Parkinsonism:
Braydkinesia, Hypokinesia, Akinesia

• Brady- = slow
• Hypo- = reduced 

amplitude
• A- = absence, 

reduced frequency
– e.g., reduced 

blinking



Parkinsonism:
Braydkinesia, Hypokinesia, Akinesia

• Reduced facial expressiveness, nodding, hand gestures
• Slow movements
• No arm swing



Parkinsonism Treated



Huntington’s Disease

• Chorea
– Brief small 

movements; 
~random 
time/location

– "dance-like"
• Athetosis

– writhing, 
smooth 
movements



Hemiballism due to Left STN Infarct

• Large, "flinging" movements
• (ballistic = "thrown")



Rest tremor Postural instability

Freezing of gait Dystonia



The End


